Abstract. There are a lot of application domains, e.g. sensor databases, traffic management or recognition systems, where objects have to be compared based on vague and uncertain data. Feature databases with uncertain data require special methods for effective similarity search. In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient probabilistic similarity ranking algorithm that exploits the full information given by inexact object representations. Thereby, we assume that the objects are given in form of discrete probabilistic object locations in particular several object snapshots with confidence values. Based on the given object representations, we suggest diverse variants of probabilistic ranking schemes. In a detailed experimental evaluation, we demonstrate the benefits of our probabilistic ranking approaches. The experiments show that we can achieve high quality query results while keeping the computational cost quite small.
Introduction
Similarity ranking is one of the most important query types in feature databases. A similarity ranking query iteratively reports objects in descending order of their similarity to a given query object. The iterative computation of the answers is very suitable for retrieving the results the user could have in mind. This is a big advantage of ranking queries against the most prominent similarity queries, the distance-range (ε-range) and the k-nearest neighbor query, in particular if the user does not know how to specify the query parameters ε and k.
Many modern applications have to cope with uncertain or imprecise data. Example applications are location determination and proximity detection of moving objects, similarity search and pattern matching in sensor databases or personal identification and recognition systems based on video images or scanned image data. The importance of this topic in the context of database systems is demonstrated by the increasing interest of the database research community in this topic. Several approaches coping with uncertain objects have been proposed [2, 3, 8, 1] . All these approaches use continuous probability density functions (pdfs) for the description of the spatial uncertainty while the approaches proposed in [5, 6] use discrete representations of uncertain objects. The approach proposed in [5] supports probabilistic distance range queries on uncertain objects. In [6] efficient methods for probabilistic nearest-neighbor queries are proposed. However, in fact only one-nearest neighbor queries are supported.
Similarity search in conjunction with multimedia data like images, music, or data from personal identification systems like face snapshots or fingerprints commonly involves distance computations within the feature space. If exact features cannot be generated from uncertain objects, we have to cope with positionally uncertain vectors in the feature space (i.e. objects are represented by ambiguous feature vectors). Basically, there exist two forms of representations of positionally uncertain data: Uncertain positions represented by a probability density function (pdf) or uncertain positions drawn by samples. In this paper we concentrate on uncertain objects represented by a set of sample positions, each associated with a confidence value. The confidence values indicate how well the corresponding sample matches the exact object. This form of representation is motivated by the fact that we often have only discrete but ambiguous object information as usually returned by common sensor devices, e.g. discrete snapshots of continuously moving objects.
A probabilistic ranking on uncertain objects computes for each object o ∈ D the probability that o is the K-th nearest neighbor (1 ≤ K ≤ |D|) of a given query object q. In the context of probabilistic ranking queries we propose diverse forms of ranking outputs which differ in the order the objects are reported to the user. Furthermore, we suggest diverse forms in which the results are reported (i.e. which kind of information is assigned to each result).
Problem Definition
In this section, we formally introduce the problem of probabilistic ranking queries on uncertain objects. We first start with the definition of (positionally) uncertain objects.
Positionally Uncertain Objects
Objects of a d-dimensional vector space R d are called positionally uncertain, if they do not have a unique position in R d , but have multiple positions associated with a probability value. Thereby, the probability value assigned to a position p ∈ R d of an object o indicates the likelihood that p is the best of all representations for o. A formal definition is given in the following: 
Let us note that in many applications the positionally uncertain objects are already given in the discrete representation, i.e. by a set of sample points, in particular if the objects are derived from a sequence of sensor signals, e.g. in object tracking systems. Otherwise, we use the generally applicable concept of Monte-Carlo sampling to generate the set of samples according to a given continuous probability density function.
In the remainder, we call positionally uncertain objects simply uncertain objects and use both notions alternately.
Distance Computation for Uncertain Objects
Positionally uncertain objects involve uncertain distances between them. Like the uncertain position, the distance between two uncertain objects (or between two objects where at least one of them is an uncertain object) can be described by a probability density function (pdf) that reflects the probability for each possible distance value. However for uncertain objects with discrete uncertainty representations we need another form of distance.
Definition 2 (uncertain distance).
Let o i = {o i,1 , . . . , o i,M } ∈ D and o j = {o j,1 , . . . , o j,M } ∈ D be two uncertain objects, each represented by M sample points and let dist :
be a distance function. Then an uncertain distance d uncertain between two uncertain objects o i and o j is a collection of M 2 distance samples as defined below
where dist() is a L p -norm based similarity distance. The probability that the distance d uncertain (o i , o j ) between two uncertain objects o i and o j is smaller than a given range ε ∈ R + 0 can be estimated by:
Since distance computations between uncertain objects are very expensive, we need computationally inexpensive distance approximations to reduce the candidate set in a filter step. For this reason, we introduce distance approximations that lower and upper bound the uncertain distance between two uncertain objects.
Definition 3 (minimal object distance).
Likewise, we can define an upper distance bound for uncertain objects.
Definition 4 (maximal object distance).
Let o i = {o i,1 , o i,2 , .., o i,M } and o j = {o j,1 , o j,2 , .., o j,M } be two uncertain objects. Then the distance d max (o i , o j ) = max s=1..M,s =1..M {dist(o i,s , o j,s )} is called max- imal distance between the objects o i and o j .
Probabilistic Ranking on Uncertain Objects
The output of probabilistic queries is usually in form of a set of result objects, each associated with a probability value indicating the likelihood that the object fulfills the query predicate. However, in contrast to ε-range queries and k-nn queries, ranking queries do not have such an unique query predicate, since the query predicate changes with each ranking position. In case of a ranking queries, to each result object a set of probability values is assigned, one for each ranking position. We call this form of ranking output probabilistic ranking.
Definition 5 (probabilistic ranking). Let q be an uncertain query object and D be a database containing N = |D| uncertain objects. An uncertain ranking is a function prob ranked q : (D × {1, .., N }) → [0..1] that reports for a database object o ∈ D and a ranking position k ∈ {1, .., N } the probability which reflects the likelihood that o is at the k th ranking position according to the uncertain distance d uncertain (o, q) between o and the query object q in ascending order.
If the result of the probabilistic ranking is reported to the user in its raw form, the user could be overstrained with ambiguous ranking results. For this reason, we suggest an unambiguous ranking based on the information given by the probabilistic ranking. The following proposed unambiguous ranking can be built in a post processing step. Our unambiguous ranking PRQ MAC assigns each object o a unique ranking position k by aggregating over the confidences of all prior ranking positions i < k according to o.
Definition 6. A probabilistic ranking query based on maximal aggregated confidence (PRQ MAC) incrementally retrieves for the next ranking position i ∈ I N a result tuple of the form (o, j=1..i prob ranked q (o, j)), where o ∈ D has not been reported at previous ranking iterations (i.e. at ranking positions j < i) and ∀p ∈ D which have not been reported at previous ranking iterations, the following statement holds:
prob ranked q (p, j).
Probabilistic Ranking Algorithm
The computation of the probabilistic ranking is very expensive and is the main bottleneck of the probabilistic ranking queries proposed in the previous section. In the following, we assume that each object is represented by M sample points. Furthermore, we assume that the object samples are stored in a spatial index structure like the R * -tree [7] , in order to organize the uncertain objects such that proximity queries can be efficiently processed.
In the following, we concentrate on the computation of the probabilistic ranking query according to one sample point q j ∈ R d of the query object q. The computation is done for each sample point of the query object separately and, in a postprocessing step, the results are then easily merged by building the average, to obtain the final result.
Iterative Probability Computation
Initially, an iterative computation of the nearest neighbors of q j w.r.t. the sample points of all objects o ∈ D (sample point ranking rank s (q j )) is started using the ranking algorithm proposed in [4] . Then, we iteratively pick object samples from the sample point ranking rank s (q j ) according to the query sample point q j . For each sample point o i,s (1 ≤ s ≤ M ) returned from rank s (q j ), we immediately compute the probability that o i,s is the k th nearest neighbor of q j for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ i). Thereby, all other samples o i,t (t = s) of object o i have to be ignored due to the sample dependency within an object as mentioned above. For the computation of the probabilistic ranking we need a table called probability table (PT) which is used to maintain the intermediate results w.r.t. o i,s and which finally contains the overall results of the probabilistic ranking.
Probability Table ( PT) The probability table stores for each object o i and each k ∈ N (1 ≤ k ≤ N ) the actual probability that o i is the k th -nearest neighbor of the query sample point q s . The entries of P T according to the s th sample point of object o i are defined as follows:
, are closer to q j than the sample point o i,s ).
We assume that object o i is the i th object for which rank s (q j ) has reported at least one sample point. The same assumption is made for the sample points of an uncertain object (i.e., sample point o i,s is the s th -closest sample point of object o i according to q j ). These assumptions hold for the remainder of this paper. If we assume k < N , obviously
, we have to consider the set S k of all possible k-set permutations according to o i . The probability that exactly (k-1) objects are closer to the query-sample point q j than the sample point o i,s , can be computed as follows:
Let us assume that we actually process the sample point o i,s . Since the object samples are processed in ascending order according to their distance to q j , the sample In the following, we show how the entries of the probability table can be computed by fetching iteratively the sample points from rank s (q j ). Thereby, we assume that all entries of the probability table are initially set to zero. Then the iterative ranking process rank s (q j ) which reports one sample point of an uncertain object in each iteration, is started. Each reported sample point o i,s is used to compute for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ N ) the probability value that corresponds to the table entry
After filling the (i-s)-column of the probability table, we proceed with the next sample point fetched from rank s (q j ) in the same way as we did with o i,s . This procedure is repeated until all sample points are fetched from rank s (q j ). Fig. 1 . The sample point probability computation algorithm.
Accelerated Probability Computation
The computation of the probability table can be very costly in space and time. One reason is the size of the table that grows drastically with the number of objects and the number of samples for each object. The table size can be reduced as, in fact we need only one value per object and ranking position which aggregates the results over the object samples. Another problem is the very expensive computation of the probability table entries PT [k] [i] [s] . In the following, we propose methods that reach a considerable reduction of the overall query cost.
In fact, at a time we explicitly have to maintain table entries for those objects from which at least one sample point has been reported from rank s (q j ), whereas we can skip those from which we already fetched all sample points.
The computational bottleneck of our probabilistic ranking algorithm is the computation of each table entry. for each computation of P T [k] [i] [s] we have to compute the probabilities according to N k different k-set permutations which have to be summed up to the final probability value. For example, if N = 100 and k = 20 we need to consider about 1.73 · 10 13 k-set permutations.
In the case of subsequently fetching samples belonging to the same object, the ranking probabilities according to this object doesn't change. Hence, obviously only one computation of the probability value is required. However, often the case where two adjacent sample points reported from the ranking belong to different objects occurs. For this case we suggest a divide and conquer method which is able to drastically reduce the number of k-set permutations to be computed. Instead of considering all k of N permutations, we first split the k-set into two subsets of equal size. Then we only need to consider (k-i) of i .
The k-set split can be recursively repeated for each subset. The recursive decomposition of a subset, from which we have to compute k (0 < k < N ) out of N permutations stops if k ≥ N . Otherwise, there exists only one permutation that can be immediately computed and reported to the calling function of the recursion. The algorithm for the computation of the sample point probability is depicted in Figure 1 .
Experimental Evaluation
Due to space limitations, in this section we can only give a coarse summary of the experimental evaluation of our ranking methods. We applied our ranking methods on real world datasets as well as on artificial datasets. The artificial datasets which are used for the efficiency experiments contain 10 to 1000 3-dimensional uncertain objects. For the evaluation of the effectiveness of our methods we used three real-world datasets O 3 , N SP h and N SP f rq . The O 3 dataset is an environmental dataset consisting of 30 uncertain time series, each composing a set of measurements of O 3 concentration in the air measured within one month. The NSP datasets N SP h and N SP f rq are chronobiologic datasets describing the cell activity of Neurospora 1 within sequences of day cycles. These datasets are used to investigate endogenous rhythms.
In the first experiments, we evaluated the quality of our probabilistic ranking query (PRQ MAC) proposed in Section 2.3. We compare its quality with the quality of a non-probabilistic ranking (MP) which ranks the objects based on the distance between their mean positions. For these experiments, we used the three real-world datasets O 3 , N SP h and N SP f rq . The ranking quality is shown by the average precision over all recall values for each dataset. The avg. precisions according to the dataset O 3 are prec(PRQ MAC)=0.65 and prec(MP)=0.63, to the dataset N SP h are prec(PRQ MAC)=0.43 and prec(MP)=0.35 and to the dataset N SP f rq are prec(PRQ MAC)=0.70 and prec(MP)=0.60. Obviously, the PRQ MAC approach outperforms the non-probabilistic ranking approach.
In the next experiment, we evaluate the performance of our probabilistic ranking acceleration strategies proposed in Section 3.2 w.r.t. query processing time. The results of the experiments showed that the strategies are able to reduce the query cost by several orders of magnitude. Interestingly, the recursive computation of the probability permutations alone (i.e. without other strategies) yields an speed up of up to two orders of magnitude compared to the other strategies.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an approach that efficiently computes probabilistic ranking queries on uncertain objects represented by sets of sample points. In particular, we proposed methods that are able to break down the high computational complexity required to compute for an object o the probability, that o has the ranking position k (1 ≤k≤ N ) according to the distance to a query object q. We theoretically and experimentally showed that against straightforward solutions our approach is able to speed-up the query by factors of several orders of magnitude. In the future we plan to apply probabilistic ranking queries to improve data mining applications.
